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Abstract—In this work, we study how continuous video moni-
toring and intelligent video processing can be used in eldercare
to assist the independent living of elders and to improve the
efficiency of eldercare practice. More specifically, we develop
an automated activity analysis and summarization for eldercare
video monitoring. At the object level, we construct an advanced
silhouette extraction, human detection and tracking algorithm for
indoor environments. At the feature level, we develop an adaptive
learning method to estimate the physical location and moving
speed of a person from a single camera view without calibration.
At the action level, we explore hierarchical decision tree and
dimension reduction methods for human action recognition. We
extract important ADL (activities of daily living) statistics for au-
tomated functional assessment. To test and evaluate the proposed
algorithms and methods, we deploy the camera system in a real
living environment for about a month and have collected more
than 200 hours (in excess of 600 G bytes) of activity monitoring
videos. Our extensive tests over these massive video datasets
demonstrate that the proposed automated activity analysis system
is very efficient.

Index Terms—Action recognition, activity analysis, eldercare,
video summarization.

I. INTRODUCTION

V IDEO-BASED activity monitoring, coupled with intelli-
gent video processing, has found many important appli-

cations in security monitoring, battlefield surveillance, environ-
mental tracking, and health monitoring [4]. In this work, we
study persistent video activity monitoring in an indoor envi-
ronment for eldercare. We develop automated human activity
analysis, summarization, and visualization methods to improve
the efficiency of eldercare practice and to assist the independent
living of elders.

Our society is increasingly aging, and elderly people desire to
live as independently as possible [1]. But independent lifestyles
often come with risks. With age-associated functional declines
in mobility, cognition, and the senses, older adults (especially
those in the ages of 80’s and 90’s) are exposed to various risks,
and even harmful situations [1], [2]. A critical element in el-
dercare to maintain their independence of living is persistent
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activity monitoring and early identification of abnormal activ-
ities that indicate changing conditions, health crisis, or emer-
gency situations. During the past decades, many smart home
technologies have been developed. A variety of sensors, such
as gait monitors, motion sensors, and radio-frequency devices,
have been designed to monitor activities of elderly persons at
home and to assist their independent living [1], [2]. In this work,
we explore another important approach: video-based activity
monitoring and functional assessment for eldercare. The video
data, coupled with intelligent computer vision and learning al-
gorithms [4], provides a rich and unique set of information that
cannot be obtained from other types of sensors. For example,
gait monitors and motion sensors often fail to distinguish be-
tween a person and an object falling. However, with video-based
activity monitoring, this can be determined using human motion
tracking [4].

A. Major Issues in Video-Based Activity Monitoring for
Eldercare

Video-based activity monitoring for eldercare needs to deal
with the following important issues. First, activity monitoring
should be unobtrusive and privacy-protecting. For unobtrusive-
ness, the size and total number of cameras need to be as small
as possible so that they can be easily and almost invisibly em-
bedded in the living environment. In this work, we deploy a
single small fisheye camera in the living room, as shown in
Fig. 1. For privacy protection, we develop a fast and efficient sil-
houette extraction algorithm to extract and block-out the person
in the video frame. In Section III, we will explain this in more
detail. Second, in continuous activity monitoring for eldercare,
as well as in many other video monitoring applications, such
as aerial video surveillance of battlefields, security monitoring,
and law enforcement [18], the data generated by the video mon-
itoring network is voluminous. It is imperative to develop auto-
mated algorithms to extract important information from videos,
aggregate and summarize these massive videos into compact ac-
tivity records in a hierarchical database.

To address these issues, we propose to develop automated
video processing algorithms 1) to detect and track human in a
home-living environment and 2) to extract important ADL sta-
tistics and functional assessment data from videos.

B. Major Contributions of This Work

The major contribution of this work lies in the construction
of a prototype system for real-time processing and automated
analysis of indoor activity monitoring videos. Specific contri-
butions are summarized as follows:
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Fig. 1. A fisheye camera installed in a living room of a one-bedroom apartment.

1. We developed an accurate and robust silhouette extraction
and human tracking algorithm which is able to effectively
remove shadow and handle dynamic background changes
in an indoor living environment.

2. We developed an adaptive learning and fuzzy inference
system to estimate physical locations and moving speeds
of persons from a single camera view without calibration.

3. Using hierarchical decision tree and dimension reduction
methods, we developed an adaptive feature selection and
human action recognition scheme to extract important ac-
tivity statistics and functional assessment data from con-
tinuous activity monitoring videos.

4. We deployed the camera system in a real living environ-
ment for about a month and collected more 200 hours
(about 600 G bytes) of video data. Our extensive tests on
this massive test video set demonstrate the efficiency of the
proposed algorithms.

C. Paper Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives an overview of the proposed scheme for automated
activity analysis, summarization, and visualization. Section III
presents our silhouette extraction and human detection algo-
rithm. Section IV presents our algorithm for physical location
and moving speed estimation. The action recognition and
automated activity analysis are presented in Section V. Ex-
perimental results are presented in each technical section.
Section VI concludes our paper.

II. APPROACH OVERVIEW AND DATA COLLECTION

In this section, we provide an overview of the proposed ap-
proach for activity analysis, summarization, and visualization
for eldercare video monitoring. We also discuss how we estab-
lish a dataset for algorithm testing and performance evaluation.

A. Overview of the Proposed Approach

Fig. 2 shows the proposed framework for automated activity
analysis, summarization, and visualization for eldercare video
monitoring. At the object level, we construct advanced algo-
rithms for silhouette extraction, human detection and tracking in
an indoor living environment. During algorithm development,
we focus on two major issues: shadow removal and adaptive
background update. At the feature level, we employ an adaptive
learning method which is able to estimate physical motion pa-

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed framework for automated activity analysis,
summarization and visualization.

rameters, such as 3-D location and speed, of the person from a
single camera view. We also extract other features to describe
the human activity in the spatiotemporal domain. At the action
level, we propose a hierarchical decision tree and dimension
reduction approach for recognizing major actions and for col-
lecting important ADL statistics. At the presentation level, we
summarize human activities over an extended period of time. In
the following sections, we will explain each component in more
detail.

B. Data Collection

To test and evaluate the proposed algorithms and methods for
automated activity analysis and summarization in eldercare, we
need to build a large dataset of activity monitoring videos. To
accomplish this, we rented a furnished one-bedroom apartment
near our campus and asked 5 graduate students to live in the
apartment, each for approximately 8 hours per day (daytime)
for 5 days. We deployed a fisheye Unibrain camera which has
a viewing angle of 180 in the living room, as shown in Fig. 1.
From the camera, we can see the apartment door entry, a kitchen,
a door to bathroom, a dining table, two couches, a coffee table,
and a TV. We collected more than 200 hours of videos. This
provides a sufficiently large amount of data for algorithm testing
and performance evaluation. Once the algorithms and technolo-
gies in this research project are proven to be effective and robust,
as our final objective, we will deploy cameras in 3–4 apartments
at TigerPlace, an independent living facility at Columbia MO for
aging in place [29].

III. SILHOUETTE EXTRACTION AND HUMAN TRACKING

Silhouette extraction, namely, segmenting a human body or
objects from a background, is the first and enabling step for
many high-level vision analysis tasks, such as video surveil-
lance, people tracking and activity recognition [4], [8], [23]. For
effective privacy protection and accurate activity analysis, we
need the silhouette extraction to be accurate and robust. It also
needs to immediately reflect sudden scene changes such as ob-
jects being moved. A number of efficient silhouette extraction
algorithms have been developed in the literature [24]. For back-
ground modeling and subtraction, models based on non-para-
metric kernel density estimation, mixture of Gaussians, least
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Fig. 3. The proposed silhouette extraction algorithm.

median of squares (LMeds), eigen-backgrounds, and illumina-
tion distribution analysis have been proposed [5], [6], [24], [25].
For human detection and tracking, a combination of shape anal-
ysis and tracking has been proposed in [4] and a Maximum a
Posteriori Probability (MAP) approach has been introduced in
[7]. An excellent review of background subtraction techniques
is given in [24].

To design an efficient silhouette extraction algorithm for in-
door living environments, the following issues need to be care-
fully addressed: (1) time-varying light conditions, (2) strong
shadow, and (3) Dynamic background changes. Fig. 3 illustrates
the proposed scheme for silhouette extraction. We consider sil-
houette extraction as an adaptive classification problem. We uti-
lize image features which are invariant to changes in lighting
conditions. High-level knowledge is fused with low-level fea-
ture-based classification results to handle time-varying back-
grounds changes.

Extracting features to differentiate foreground objects from
background is the first step of silhouette extraction. A basic re-
quirement is that features should be invariant under brightness
changes. Further, it should be effective in differentiating shadow
from background. In this work, we use two features: brightness
distortion and chromaticity distortion. More specifically, we ex-
tract features in the RGB color space [8]. For adaptive back-
ground update, we use the past frames for background mod-
eling. At each pixel location , we compute the average values
of its RGB components in the past frames and denote them
by vector . We also calculate and standard deviations of the
color components at each pixel. Let be the pixel in the current
frame. As shown in Fig. 4, we project the vector onto vector

. We define brightness distortion as

(1)

Fig. 4. Brightness and chromaticity distortion.

TABLE I
AVERAGE ERROR RATES ON TEST VIDEO SEQUENCES

and chromaticity distortion as shown in (2) at the bottom of the
page, where represent the values of red,
green and blue components of the pixel in the RGB color
space. and are the
mean and standard deviation of these color components. This
color model separates the brightness from the chromaticity com-
ponents as shown in Fig. 4. It has been found that the chro-
maticity distortion is invariant under brightness changes [7]. Our
foreground-background classification is based on the following
two observations: 1) image pixels in the background often have
little change in their chromaticity distortion; and 2) shadow
often causes brightness distortion but little chromaticity dis-
tortion. Based on these two observations, we establish the fol-
lowing decision rules for foreground, background, and shadow
detection: 1) if the chromaticity distortion is large, is a
foreground pixel; 2) if the chromaticity distortion is small and
the brightness distortion is about 1.0, it is a background pixel;
3) if chromaticity distortion is small and the brightness distor-
tion smaller than 1.0, it is a shadow pixel.

To determine the thresholds for and , we use the image
data in the past frames to compute the distributions of and

. Fig. 5 shows the average brightness distortion of all fore-
ground, background, and shadow pixels in each frame of two
video sequences. It also shows the distributions of chromaticity
distortion. We model their distributions using Gaussian mix-
tures. The threshold is determined by the maximum likelihood
method.

Fig. 6(c) shows two examples of segmentation and shadow
removal using the proposed feature extraction and classification
scheme. Here, we use frames. Fig. 6(b) shows the re-
sults obtained with the method in [7]. It can be seen that our
method is very effective in detecting and removing shadows.
To systematically evaluate the performance of our silhouette
extraction algorithm, we selected 5 clips from our test video

(2)
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Fig. 5. The values of � and �� for two video sequences.

Fig. 6. Shadow removal. (a) Original frames. (b) Silhouette extraction using
algorithm in [14]. (c) Silhouette extraction with the proposed scheme.

datasets (with a total of 150 video frames) and used manual seg-
mentation results as ground truth. We calculate the error rate

as a performance metric [23]. Here, is the
total number of pixels in the silhouette that are different from
the ground-truth and is the total number of pixels in the
ground-truth silhouette. Table I compares the performance of
our silhouette extraction algorithm with that in [7]. It can be seen
that our algorithm achieves a significantly smaller error rate than
the algorithm in [7].

A. Adaptive Background Update

In silhouette extraction within a dynamic video scene, we
need to continuously update the background model by incorpo-
rating background changes. A commonly used method to update
background is that, if an object or image area remains stationary
for a certain period of time, it is considered to be background.
Here, we use the past frames to update the background model.
For accurate silhouette extraction, we want to be small so that
the background can be quickly updated. However, when is
small, the human body could be easily updated as background
if the person does not move for a while, for example, sitting still
on a chair for a few minutes. To solve this problem, we propose
to utilize high-level knowledge about human motion as a guide-
line to perform adaptive update of the background model.

Many sophisticated human tracking algorithms have been de-
veloped in the literature [4], [7]. However, they often have high
computational complexity. Here, to achieve low-complexity, we
use a simple block-based motion estimation which has been

Fig. 7. Human tracking results. (a) A sample frame of the original video.
(b) Estimated height and width of the bounding box compared with their ground
truth. (c) Estimated center position (X, Y) of the bounding box compared with
their ground truth.

Fig. 8. (a) The original frame. (b) With non-adaptive background update.
(c) With adaptive background update.

extensively used in video coding [22]. More specifically, sup-
pose that we have obtained the silhouette for frame . We find
a bounding box for the silhouette such that 95% of foreground
pixels are included. For each image block within the bounding
box in the current frame , we find its best match in the next
frame using SAD (sum of absolute difference) [22] as a
distance metric. To speed up the motion estimation process, we
use a fast algorithm called diamond search [22]. Once the mo-
tion vectors of all blocks are obtained after block-based motion
estimation, we take their average to predict the human body po-
sition (or the center of its bounding box) in the next frame .
Those image blocks which contain the human body should be
updated very slowly so that the human body won’t be absorbed
into the background. Those blocks outside the predicted body
region can be updated much faster to make sure that new objects
are quickly absorbed into the background. After background up-
date and silhouette extraction, we update the dimension, height
and width, of the bounding box in frame .

Fig. 7 shows the human tracking performance. In Fig. 7(b),
we plot the estimated height and width of the bounding box of
human silhouette in each frame. We also plot their ground truth
values obtained from manual segmentation. Fig. 7(c) shows the
results for center position of the bounding box. It can be seen
that the tracking and estimation are fairly accurate. Fig. 8 shows
one example in which the person drops a book on the floor and
sits on the chair for 5 minutes. We set to be 30 frames. With
the proposed adaptive background update, the book is quickly
updated into the background while the person remains in the
foreground silhouette.

IV. LOCATION AND SPEED ESTIMATION USING

STATISTICAL LEARNING

A key element in automated activity analysis for eldercare
is the estimation of the physical location and moving speed of
a person. Physical locations of the person in the room provide
important contextual information for action recognition. If we
know the person is at the dining table, he might be eating or
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Fig. 9. (a) A fisheye camera deployed in our laboratory. (b) Labeled samples
for person localization.

working. If the person in at the stove, he might be cooking.
Moving speed is also an important feature for recognizing
human actions, such as standing, walking, running, etc [5].
Furthermore, it is a critical variable in assessing physical func-
tions, activity levels, and energy expenditure of elderly people
at home [2].

A. Location and Speed Estimation Using Statistical Learning

In this work, we develop a statistical learning approach for
estimating physical location and moving speed from a single
fisheye camera without calibration. The major difficulties are
severe nonlinear lens distortion and object occlusion. Our basic
idea in statistical learning for location and speed estimation is:
when a person appears at the same physical location, his sil-
houette should look similar, even with lens distortion and object
occlusion. For example, if a person stands behind a desk and is
partially occluded, his silhouettes should always look the same
if the desk is not moved. After the camera is deployed, at the
learning stage, we let the person walk all over the room, capture
a sequence of video frames, and extract the corresponding sil-
houettes. For each silhouette, we extract four feature variables:
its center , width and height in the video frame.
Based on these four feature variables, we use vector quantiza-
tion methods, such as the MAX-Lloyd algorithm [21], to quan-
tize this sequence of silhouettes into a number of prototypes.
The total number of prototypes depends on the required esti-
mation accuracy. According to our experience, 10–20 proto-
types are sufficient for a typical room in a home. Each silhou-
ette prototype corresponds to a physical location, as illustrated
in Fig. 9(b). For each silhouette prototype, we choose one repre-
sentative silhouette, visually determine where the person stands
and manually measure its physical coordinates.

Once the prototypes are labeled with their physical coordi-
nates, we use a fuzzy inference method to estimate the physical
location of new video frames. We employ the adaptive fuzzy in-
ference system (ANFIS), which is provided in MATLAB Fuzzy
Logic Toolbox, to obtain the membership functions and deci-
sion rules for each physical location, as shown in Fig. 10. Note
that, at each location, we have a membership function for each
of the four feature variables . For example, if the
center position is and the dimensions are

, the person is mostly likely at location .
The proposed fuzzy inference method for location estimation
works as follows: for the current video frame, we extract the
silhouette and four feature variables , which are
then evaluated by the inference system. The outputs (or firing)

Fig. 10. Membership functions of ��� ������ at three locations A, B, and
C.

Fig. 11. Speed estimation results in comparison with ground truth.

of these membership functions are aggregated by the fuzzy in-
ference system into a single number indicating the confidence
of the person being at the corresponding location. The algorithm
then chooses the location with the highest confidence as the es-
timation result.

Once the physical location is estimated, we can compute the
average speed. More specifically, at frame , we compute the
displacement between the physical locations at frame and
frame . We then divide the displacement by frame time
difference to obtain the average speed. Here, is an estimation
window. In this work, we set to be 15 frames.

B. Location and Speed Estimation Results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm for
physical location and moving speed estimation, we collected
test videos in our lab, as shown in Fig. 9 and manually measured
the ground truth. Fig. 11 shows the moving speed estimation re-
sults in comparison with the ground truth. It can be seen that
the estimation error is very small, mostly less than 5%. Fig. 12
shows the actual moving trajectory of the person and the esti-
mation result on the physical layout of the room. Notice that
when the person is in the near field of view, the estimate is very
accurate. However, when he or she is in the far field of view,
the estimate is less accurate. Fig. 13 shows the results for an-
other test video (with a new test subject). We then applied the
silhouette extraction and moving speed estimation algorithm to
the apartment video dataset explained in Section II-B.
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Fig. 12. Estimated moving trajectory in the room in comparison with ground
truth.

Fig. 13. Location and speed estimation for another test video sequence.

V. HUMAN ACTION RECOGNITION AND ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

IN AN INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

Human action recognition is a critical component in auto-
mated activity analysis and video scene understanding. Due to
the non-rigidness of human body, the wide variety of possible
human actions, as well as the deep structure of human activi-
ties, human action recognition remains a challenging task [13].
Most research work has been focused on feature selection, ac-
tion modeling and classification. Spatiotemporal features for
human activity analysis have been explored in [11], [12]. High-
level features, such as spatiotemporal shape, skeleton, or body-
part position, have been investigated in [13], [14]. Feature se-
lection has been studied in [15]. Adaboost, and SVMs (Support
Vector Machines) [12], [16] have been widely used for activity
recognition and classification.

In this work, we aim to develop a low-complexity, efficient,
and robust scheme for action recognition. Our objective is to
convert the input activity monitoring video stream into mean-
ingful information, such as ADL (Activity of Daily Living) sta-
tistics [2], for functional assessment. To extract this type of in-
formation, we must first identify the actions being performed
in the input videos, including walking, sitting on the couch,
standing up, sitting at the dining table, preparing meals in the
kitchen, visiting the bathroom, going outdoors, etc.

We observe that, in an indoor living environment, the activi-
ties performed by a person often exhibit a hierarchical structure
which repeats on a regular (daily and/or weekly) basis. To cap-
ture the deep structure of human activities, we propose to use Hi-
erarchical Action Decision Tree (HADT) to classify the human
actions. Similar to the classical decision tree, the HADT classi-
fies human actions in a hierarchical manner using multiple-level
features, such as location, speed, appearance, and primitive vi-

Fig. 14. Recognizing major activities of daily living using location and speed.

TABLE II
THE CONFUSION MATRIX FOR HUMAN ACTION RECOGNITION

sual features. By confining the features used in the HADT to the
available shape, spatial, temporal, appearance, and primitive vi-
sual features, we bound its complexity. Therefore, the over-fit-
ting problem is alleviated. Besides, our hierarchical scheme can
stop at any level to provide action classifications with different
granularities, depending on the application requirements.

A. Level-1 Action Recognition Based on Physical Location
and Moving Speed

At Level-1, we classify human actions based on physical lo-
cation and speed. The physical location in the room provides
important contextual information for action recognition. Based
on these two features, using -means clustering, we are able to
identify major activities of daily living, such as walking, visiting
the bathroom, sitting on the couch, preparing meals, or sitting
at the dining table, as illustrated in Fig. 14. We then use the

-nearest neighbor (KNN) method to determine the human ac-
tion in the input video segment.

The following results are based upon extensive evaluations
on the video datasets described in Section II-B. Table II shows
the confusion matrix of our Level-1 human action recognition
scheme. It can be seen that the recognition is very accurate.
Fig. 15 displays the sequence of actions performed by two per-
sons over a one-hour period. It can be seen that person B is much
more active than A. Fig. 16 shows the action statistics of four
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Fig. 15. Action sequences of two persons over a one-hour period.

Fig. 16. Distribution of major actions of four persons with a 5-day period.

people over the entire data collection period (5 days). We can
see that persons A and B are more active than the other two.

B. Level-2 Action Classification Based on Shape Features

At the second level, we recognize and classify more detailed
actions. We observe that, at the same location, e.g., sitting at
the dining table or standing in the kitchen, the person could
perform different actions over times, such as eating, washing,
cooking, or just sitting still. Because of the limited camera res-
olution and picture quality, we are not able to track the motion
of body parts for detailed action recognition. Instead, as a part
of our objective in functional assessment, we are interested in
how active the person is. To differentiate different levels of body
motion, we extract body shape information and analyze its vari-
ation over time. More specifically, using the silhouette extrac-
tion result as an initial step, we find the smoothed boundary of
the human body using a snake model [27]. The Hu Moment In-
variants (HMI) [26] are used to characterize the body shape in
each video frame. Let be the HMI of frame . Certainly,
when body parts are moving, the body shape and its HMI values
will change over time. Therefore, the temporal variation of the
HMI values can be used to measure the level of body motion.
We denote by this temporal variation by , which is the
variance of , where is a window
size. Four our experiments, we set frames. Fig. 17 shows
the value of for two video segments when the person

Fig. 17. Values of Hu moment when the person is sitting at the dining table and
standing at the kitchen area.

Fig. 18. Sample video frames of different levels of body motion when the
person is standing in the kitchen area (top row) and sitting at the dining table
(bottom row).

in sitting at the dining table and standing in the kitchen area.
Fig. 18 shows samples video frames ordered by the value of

. We can see that when the person falls on to the ground
(in the top row) and is yawning and stretching his arms (in the
bottom row), takes a larger value.

C. Level-3 Action Recognition Using Primitive Visual Features
and Manifold Learning

Using body shape information and its temporal variation,
we are able to differentiate different levels of body motion
when the person remains at the same physical location. Level-3
recognition operates on top of Level-2 classification. More
specifically, at Level-3, we are not interested in those segments
where is small and the person is not moving much.
Instead, we are interested in those video segments where the
person’s body parts are moving consistently while the person
is sitting or standing at the same location. For example, the
person is cooking, exercising, eating, or making a phone call.
In these cases, the value of is consistently large. Thus,
the Level-2 action classification serves as a filter for Level-3
action recognition. This helps reduce the overall computational
complexity significantly since a vast majority of video segments
do not have consistent body part motion and will be skipped by
Level-3 action recognition.

Action recognition at this level of detail is a challenging task
because these actions often require very sophistication features
and feature selection methods. To address this issue, we propose
to use primitive visual features and explore dimension reduction
methods to discover the need features for action recognition.

As illustrated in Fig. 19, we partition the video frame into
blocks (e.g.,8 8 blocks), denoted by .
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Fig. 19. Primitive visual features for Level-3 action recognition.

Using block-based motion search, we find the motion vector of
each block. Let be the magnitude of its motion vector. De-
fine , the set of primitive visual fea-
tures that we extract from frame . Note that this is a high-di-
mensional vector. For example, for a 640 480 video frame, the
vector has 4800 dimensions. These primitive features are able to
characterize low-level motion of body parts.

We then use locally linear embedding (LLE) to map these
primitive features from a high-dimensional space into a low-di-
mension one to discover a small set of composite features for
action recognition. LLE, proposed by Roweis and Saul [20], is
able to preserve neighborhood relationships and nonlinear local
structure among data points much more efficiently than other
dimension reduction techniques, such as principal component
analysis (PCA) and multi-dimensional scaling (MDS). In a re-
cent work [28], LLE has been successfully used for gait and face
recognition.

The proposed human action recognition method works as fol-
lows: first, we select a set of training video segments, each of
which is manually labeled by the corresponding action. We ex-
tract the primitive features from these video segments. Using
LLE, we map these features from the high-dimensional space
into a low-dimensional space. In this low-dimensional space,
a video segment becomes a trajectory. Using correlation-based
matching and KNN classification, we classify and recognize
human actions. In the following, we will explain this procedure
in more detail.

Let be the training video sequence. At
frame , we extract the primitive feature vector to describe
the human activity in the spatiotemporal domain. In LLE, each
feature vector is considered as a data point in the high-dimen-
sional space. It is approximated by a weighted summation of its
neighbors:

(3)

where the weights summarize the contribution of the -th
data point to the reconstruction of . In other words, these
weights describe the local dependency between data points or
their local structure. It should be noted that should be within
the neighborhood of and . Here, we choose
the 10 nearest data points as the neighbors of . To compute
the weights , LLE minimizes the following cost function:

(4)

which is the total squared distances between all the data points
and their reconstructions. This problem can be solved using a
least mean squared error (LMSE) approach [10]. Once the local
structures of data points are captured by weights , we are

Fig. 20. Training video sequences for LLE-based action recognition.

Fig. 21. A test video sequence for LLE-based action recognition.

Fig. 22. Primitive features mapped into a low-dimensional space.

ready to map these data points into a low-dimensional space
while preserving their local structure. Suppose the data point

is mapped to in a low-dimensional space with dimension
. In preserving the local structure, we need to determine

which minimizes the following embedding cost function:

(5)

Here, are known from the previous step. This cost func-
tion can be minimized by solving a sparse eigenvector
problem [10]. One major advantage of LLE is that the proce-
dure is intuitive, simple to implement, unsupervised, and does
not involve local minima in its optimization.

Fig. 20 shows three test video sequences where the person
is cooking in the kitchen, exercising in the living room, and
brushing his teeth. Fig. 22(a)–(c) shows the primitive feature
vectors mapped into a 3-D space. Each video frame corresponds
to a point and the whole sequence is represented by a trajec-
tory in this low-dimensional space. Fig. 21 shows a test
video sequence performed by another person. Its trajectory in
the low-dimensional space is shown in Fig. 22(d). We can see
that it is very close to that in Fig. 22(a). We use the correlation
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TABLE III
CORRELATION-BASED ACTION RECOGNITION RESULTS

coefficient of between two video sequences as a distance
metric. Table III contains the average correlation coefficients be-
tween the test video sequences and the training data. The action
with the highest correlation with the test video is used as the
recognition output. It can be seen that we can accurately recog-
nize these three actions.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an automated activity analysis and
summarization scheme for video-based eldercare monitoring.
We developed a silhouette extraction algorithm which is able to
efficiently handle shadows and dynamic background changes.
This is followed by a fast and reliable physical location and
moving speed estimation algorithm using single-view camera
videos without camera calibration. We then developed a mani-
fold learning and dimension reduction scheme for human action
recognition to extract important activity statistics for functional
assessment. Our extensive simulation results demonstrated that
the proposed algorithms and methods are very efficient and
accurate.

In our next step of research, we plan to deploy camera in 3–4
apartment at TigerPlace and evaluate the proposed algorithms
and methods in a real eldercare setting. Our current system fo-
cuses on activity analysis of a single person. As our future work,
we need to address the issue of multiple persons. We shall also
develop advanced data mining algorithms to explore more ac-
tivity patterns in the massive activity data and link them with
medical records for automated functional assessment and early
identification of potential health problems. Finally, we need to
conduct a series of focus group sessions with eldercare pro-
fessionals to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed activity
analysis and summarization system.
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